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Dear members,
Herewith the August newsletter.
NEXT MEETING
Our next meeting will be held on September 5, at 7.33 pt>. As usual, the meeting will i* held at the TA3
bu,id,ng on Lawton Quay. Featured at this meeting win be another AUCTION of assorted software and hardware
re

I

mmm X0 hiV‘- their 900dies
Jf*ia** Should contact Felix Betteihei* or Des '
^-L® TflPE’ a u0! *'n be mailable for members and there is a sood chance that another
educational Tape, the fourth, will be Prepared in time for the meeting. (Instructions for the programs on
r,m

U ',<£pe! 33 wel! as S0!39 others’ are included elsewhere in this newsletter.) DEMONSTRATIONS of new,
commercially produced software will also be tsounted, tine Permitting.
LAST MEETING
was ,t the best of the year so far? Dennis Dawson’s talk on the musical Atari was fascinating, some
i-ally good new software was demonstrated as was the new Atari Touch Tablet, while two new and one •
-Hr™ t37
“f9 avaiiab,e‘ tesbers w*re having to be chucked out lamenting at 10.35 ph as we
n<id iun thoroughly out o-f time!
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Rosan Maxwell has agreed to organise a group on how to make "Filewanagor
people to contact him will set in.

3‘ work. The f i rsfr doyen

'/ou[ Secretary is Prepared to organise a Video Games competition, Provided some other freaks ar» willing
t :Yhe,r fe‘-h,ne3 b- mia!fll*,Ied by ^forgiving youngsters on a wet Saturday afternoon. Let «e know if your

aYYS!Y“ r"
3“ «— “ I™ *>' dinners-. Those .mint.
»
f';[ “ = 3“" beTO,,MM e"OT»«s'»- h! 15 Hilllm to start ttta Main, b»t in»rKt« ntfers should
contact Michael Munro.
A group to icon at -Word Processors, Printers and Interfaces'1 has been set up. The first meeting, at
which Atari writer mil be the subject of discussion, will be held at 7.33 Pa on Tuesday 11 September at 61
K"tssford baith Drive (ie Turner and Evans). Phone Eddie Nickless at 872323 to say your coming.

Volunteers frereM. “ *

'°r — « Pi'« “

- «® 1= » lead the.7

BUY NOW, BUY LOCALLY, BUY FAST
Last Month's devaluation has made it quite economical to consider buying computer equipment locally, that
«s, of course, until local Prices reflect the higher landed costs of new products. In this context, your
Coma! it tee notes that two more shops, "The Computer Experience" and "The Micro shoo* are now selling Atari,
while the otter retailers now seen to be much sore active than before. "The Computer Experience" is to import
a ranse of other software firms' product for the Atari. “Micro shop" stocks "Analog" magazine. Another '
maga.me, Hi-Res has hit the newstands and, although it is contaminated by references by the Commodore 84.
it ib 5 good magazine which is northy of support*

mm hint
Those who, hke your Secretary, have had a fairly poor Picture from their computer on their colour TV
when using Channels 2 or 3, should try tuning the TV to Channel 4 - it helps solve the problem ratter tell*

HELP!
Does any member have a disutility that permits a number of machine language prosrammesto be Placed on
one disc? If so, please let me Know, because then we will be able to issue the first club dish.
MEMORY UPGRADES
So far, msuffient computers have been volunteered for memory uperades/transplants to make it wortl*ihile
for the dub to have the Aucklanders concerned come down to do the installation. Your Secretary finds the lack
of a stampede amazing: a year ago, our machine was operated on resulting in a considerable improvement in its
life expectancy. Neil Upton awaits furthur volunteers.
ANGTHER HANDY HINT
The following seven lines Produce a ’sound" that continues to operate independently of any programme to
which it is attached - it also imposes no drain on the CPU. Here goes:
SO 0,0,0,0
POKE 53753,254
POKE 53751,168
POKE 53754, 127
POKE 53755,168
POKE 537E8,7
STOP
Neil Upton found that.
Yours Sincerely,
Des Rowe
(Secretary)

CLUB TAPES

INSTRUCTIONS

The next club tape has 5 programmes, as follows:
FILLERUP - a machine language game. Your aim will be to fill up the rectangle shown by delineating “blocks’.
This done by using a joystick (in port #1), making sure that you press the fire button when new lines are
being drawn.
BAR CHARTS - a basic language utility. Ample instructions for this Programme are available as REM statements

which can be seen when the programme is LISTED. In essence, however, data can he Plotted against three
different time intervals, viz:
the horizontal axis can be divided into 24 monthly increments;
the horizontal axis can be divided into 28 quarterly (ie 3 month) increments, or
the horizontal axis can be divided into 26 (annual) increments.
The vertical axis range is determined by the user.
To use the programme (which takes the form of a sub-routine), values for the following should be provided
- the beginning year (two digits) to be used for for labelling the horizontal axis; the desired type of time
horizon; the minimum value to be used in the labelling of the vertical axis (both negative and positive values
are permitted)-the vertical axis has 20 segments, and the value to be supplied has to be the range between
each mark: thus, if the vertical axis is to vary from from 0-1800, then a zero Nould be specified for the
minimum arid 53 would be specified for each vertical mark (58=1000/20); the data to be plotted and a
descriptive title for the bar chart.
WHEELS This is a basic language graphics demo.
TROUBLESOME WORDS This is a basic language educational programme made available to us by ACE- our
counernart organization in Oregon.
RACE TO 103 The author,Keith Hobden, describes this as a basic language diversion. However, I can certify
that it is quite difficult. The game is between you and the computer, the aim being to con the computer in to
giving you the chance to reach 100 first.

Instructions for "Retrofire" and "Livewire" (all on recent Club Tapes) are attached.

Playing the game.
It’s rot every day that you get a chance to venture
inside your computer. Prepare yourself, because
Livewire! pits you against the horrible dangers that
lurk inside that seemingly peaceful plastic enclosure.
In Livewire!, you are a logic! probe on a mission to
rid your computer of harmful electronic faults. You
sit atop various circuit junctions (which just happen
to spell, "LIVEWIRE") as the enemies of your
computer climb up the circuit lines toward you.
There are 64 levels in the game, each one more
difficult than the last.
You can use either a joystick or paddle to play
Livewire!, but a paddle is recommended. Choose
the desired controller with the SELECT key, then
press START to begin playing.
Use your controller to move along the rim of the
circuit. Your controller button fires up to six deadly
electron bursts at a time, which destroy the enemy
electronic faults on contact. Keep alert, because the
enemies can also fire electron bursts at YOU!
In a tight situation, the space bar will destroy all
enemy objects on the circuit. Use this weapon
wisely,'as you are allowed only one use of the space
bar "zap” per circuit grid.
Points are awarded for the destruction of each
enemy object. The current score is shown at the
lower left of the screen. You begin each game with 3
lives (shown to the right of the score), with bonus
lives awarded every 20,000 points. The current level
number is shown at the lower right of the screen.
The ESC key will pause the game at any time. Press
the ESC key a second time to continue game play.
Know your enemy.
The enemies in Livewire! are not aliens, monsters
or any other tangible threat. They are electronic
impulses, out to systematically destroy your compu¬
ter.

ARCS are clever objects which
unpredictably jump from one circuit
line to another. They are worth 50
points each.

SURGES rise up the circuit grid
toward you, then change direction,
heading back toward the buttom. If
they are not destroyed before they
hit the bottom, they create another
ARC. SURGES are worth 100
points.

TRANSIENTS are nasty objects
which appear and disappear at ran¬
dom as they rise up the circuit.
When they are invisible, they cannot
be destroyed by your electron
bursts, but they can still destroy you!
Be particularly careful if the tran¬
sients become invisible near the top
of the circuit. TRANSIENTS are
worth ISO points.

VOLTAGE SPIKES aren’t par¬
ticularly dangerous until they reach
the top of the circuit. When they do,
they turn into SHORTS, described
below. If you destro/ a VOLTAGE
SPIKE before it reaches the top of
the circuit, it is worth 200 points.

RESISTANCES are perhaps the
most dangerous enemy of all. They
CANNOT BE DESTROYED by
electron bursts. In fact, any shots
which hit them are immediately
bounced back at the logic probe! The
' only way to destroy a RESISTANCE
is to use the space bar "zap” feature.
When destroyed, a RESISTANCE is
worth 250 points.

SHORTS are started by VOLT¬
AGE SPIKES when they reach the
rim of the circuit. Up to 4 of these
enemies may be present at one time.
Shorts are different from other
objects in that they follow the rim of
the circuit at random. They will
destroy you on contact, so be very
cautious when they are present.
SHORTS can only be destroyed by
the space bar "zap” feature, and are
worth 400 points.

Final Comments
Livewire! is a difficult game, but it can be
mastered. Cautious players will last longer than
"daredevils,” as is true with most games on the
market today. I invite any comments, suggestions or
modifications readers care to send in, and will be
happy to print useful modifications in future
issues. □

_Figure 1 shows the Retrofire game display.
This screen shows you all the informatio n nfT/KCOrtr

These three readings are the X, Y and Z velocities
of your ship in feet per second. To the left of each
- velocity reading is an arrow indicating the direction
of movement. The axis labeling in non-standard, so
read carefully.
The X velocity (XV) tells how fast your ship is
going up or down. If the arrow is pointing up, you are
ascending. If it is pointing down, you are descending.
Pushing your joystick up will fire the main
retrorockets, slowing your descent. Pushing the stick
down will force you down toward Io’s surface. The X
velocity MUST be lower than 11 feet per second for
a safe landing.
The Y velocity (YV) tells how fast your ship is going
to the right or left over the terrain grid (described
below). Once again, the arrow to the left of the
velocity value indicates the direction of movement.
Push your stick to the left to decrease the Y velocity
and to the right to increase it. Your Y velocity MUST
be lower than 6 feet per second for a safe landing.

Figure 1.
Starting at the upper right side of the display, you
will see a box with the word "RADIATION.” This is
a vertical bar graph indicating the amount of
radiation you have accumulated on your descent
The higher your ship is in Io’s thin atmosphere, the
taster you accumulate radiation from Jupiter’s
radiation belt, so it’s a good idea to get to a lower
altitude as fast as possible.
Radiation can also be accumulated from Io’s many
volcanoes, described below.
If the radiation level ever gets too high, your ship’s
vital electronics will overload, and the craft wiU
explode..
the left of the radiation display is the
navigational position readout. This display shows
your ship’s coordinates as well as the coordinates of
the landing pad.
While the base’s position is always known, at
above 1,000 feet the navigational computer can only
provide an approximation of your ship’s position.
Once you pass below 1,000 feet, the computer must
use landmarks to show your exact position. When
you match your coordinates ;to the base’s
coordinates, you are directly over the base and can
land safely.
' , ' --.
Below the navigational position displays are your
rive most important readouts.
.

t

TJie ALT reading shows your ship's altitude (in
ieet) in relation to the landing pad. Beware:
Mountain heights are not taken into account here!
ne^t £hree readouts are what make Retrofire
ifferent from other "Lunar Lander” type programs:
three dimensions! v' \ '

The Z velocity (ZV) tells how fast your ship is
going diagonally over the terrain grid, the third
dimension in this game. You can think of this dimen¬
sion as depth into your TV screen. Push your stick to
the lower left to decrease this value and to the upper
right to increase it. Your Z velocity MUST be lower
than 6 feet per second for a safe landing.
Your ship has a "terminal velocity” of 500 feet per
second. That is, your ship cannot go faster than 500
feet per second in any direction, no matter how much
you try.
To the right of each velocity indicator is a colorcoded engine temperature light. When green, the
engine temperature is OK, and the engine is working
normally. As you fire each engine, it heats up. When
the engine is not being fired, it will cool down. Wise
use of the engines will keep the engines cool and safe.
, If> however, you fire an engine for too long, it will
begin to overheat. As the engine heats up, the temp¬
erature light will go from green to yellow to red. As
the engine heats up to the yellow and red zones, it wiil
begin to fail, losing efficiency. If the engine is forced
to operate in the red zone too long, the indicator will
turn dark gray, indicating engine burnout. If this
happens, the engine is dead and you will probably
crash. Whenever the temperature status of an engine
changes, you will be alerted with a short tone.
Below the velocity indicators is the ship’s fuel
level. As you fire the engines, fuel is subtracted from
your initial supply. When your fuel supply drops
below 1000 units you will receive a warning message
and a tone. If the fuel level reaches zero, an "OUT OF
I?iessaSe *s displayed with a lower pitch tone.
Directly below the fuel indicator is a display
showing the number of ships you have left.
_ The game score is shown below the number of
ships left. Each time you land safely, you are awarded
ten points for each unit of fuel remaining. This
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feature is primarily for competition between two
players.
,\.v\

-^indicates how close you are to the ground, and if
r your ship hits any peaks, you will be destroyed. A
good rule of thumb is to cruise over the surface at an
altitude of around 500 feet.

The largest area of the display is the graphic terrain
display on the left side of the screen. This display
shows the terrain directly below your ship. Your ship
is displayed as a white square over the terrain grid,
with a gray "shadow” on the grid to indicate your
exact position and the terrain height below your ship.
Your objective is to land in the grid square which
contains your landing pad, indicated by a flashing red

mile you are below 1000 feet, you must watch
out for volcanoes. These erupting mountains con-,
stantly spew radioactive debris. If your ship passes
direcdy over a volcano at an altitude of less than 500
feet, you will be exposed to a potentially lethal dose
or radiation. It’s a good idea to keep an eye on your
radiation indicator at this point. The number of vol¬
canoes increases each time you land successfully.
At the top of the graphic display window is a
warning message area. This area will display fuel
warning and other messages as necessary.
If you need to pause the game during descent,
simply press the space bar. The game can be resumed
by pressing the space bar a second time.

As your ship begins its descent, the terrain will
appear very flat. This is because surface details I
cannot be seen at this altitude.'As your ship descends j
below 800 feet, the computer will "zoom in” on the
square your ship is over, enlarging it to a new 7x7
grid. At this point, terrain detail will begin to show
up. You will notice that your spacecraft appears to
move faster at this magnification, due to the "zoom”
effect.

J

_ Some notes on playing Retrofire.
Those who are expecting Retrofire to be a fastacnon shoot-em-up are in for a surprise. This is a
fairly realistic simulation program with game

As your ship descends below 1000 feet, once again
the computer will "zoom in” on the square below
your ship, enlarging it to a new 7 x 7 grid. This is the
final stage of your approach toward the surface. At
this magnification level you must pay close attention
to the terrain and your shadow. Your shadoww.

arcade^’

sornetlimg 'You'd expect to find in an

Retrofire can be quite difficult on the higher
gravity settings but with practice it can be mastered.

Probably the toughest-thing, about Refrofire is
getting accustomed to the X-Y-Z axis' system and the
-joystick control.
;
■i/v./.r.;i oo.
.. ; Figure 2 shows the relationship of the joystick to'
movement on the screen, it’s actually very simple,
takes some practice to activate the Z-axis engines,
which are diagonals on the joystick.
'"
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' The' other concept which can be contusing to
beginning players is the "zoom” function. This
occurs at altitudes of 8000 and “*000 feet
*

almost any spacecraft. □
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AUCTION

As seme wenbers ere aware* we are having
the next Meeting* The following software
night* It is all original and literature
prograMMes* all the cartridges have been
Machine and runs*

CARTRIDGES

BUYER

another auction at
will be sold on the
is with Most of tho
tried on the XL

PRICE

Atariwriter
Assenbler/Editor
II

II

Pilot(coMplete set
Centipede
Telilink
M

Space Invaders
CoMputer Chess
JuMbo Jet Pilot
TAPES
Inv* to Prog* 2
•I

M

M

3

Graphit
Energy Czar
Statistics 1
Mailing List
Touch Typing
Iridis 1 « 2
(Santa cruz software)
Anination
Scrolling
Graphics Conposer
Starbase Hyperion
Dodgeracer
Fc^stgaMMon
Protector
Space Chase
Canyon CliMber
Hidden Words
3 prograMMe design tapes
Pilot

We also have going into the club library a full set of the
educational tapes which have until now not been able to run
on either the ^00/800 or xl Machines in NZ* however one of
our Menbers has designed and built a cartridge to run these*
There will also be added to the library several good books*

STOP

PRESS

Chris caudwell has put the following cartridges up for the auctions
MISSILE COMMAND
SPACE INVADERS
basketball
star raiders
COMPUTER CHESS

CODE

WEITER

This is a brilliant new program from Dynatech Microsoft
are in England.
This
program will allow you to create as many different types of data base programs as you
have applications. Each program created by Code Writer becomes a self booting disk in
its own right. So, you could set yourself up in your own business, and create
tailor
made system software for your clients!
The program is very well documented, and particularly easy to use. When using
Code Writer,
where ever you are
in the creation process,
help is always just a
key-stroke away. This is a particularly good idea.
Full help information is always
available on screen, as well as in the manual.
When designing your data base,
you can lay out the fields where ever you wish,
and with total freedom of on-screen presentation. You can also put any characters in
inverse video, to be used as label, to help remind you of important entry info, or as
screen dividers etc.
The program is very well trapped for errors, and
the ESC key
will usually get you back to the main menu if you get into trouble.
The program is presented with three disks. One is the application generator, the
other two are for customising your reports. You can design
the reporting system for
you data in
any way you desire. You can in
fact, create several
types of
report
systems, that you may wish
to use on a regular basis, and put
these on
disk for
future use. Then, when you are ready, you
just insert the disk containing the report
system you want at
that time. So, you only have to set up a report once, even for
different data bases!
The overall program design is very professional. It provides the user, novice or
advanced, with a very powerful
tool. It is
ideal for home use, small
businesses,
sports clubs, educators etc. Even club mailing lists!!
Mus i.c

Construct i on ~ Set

This program is one of the most powerful programs ever written for the Atari. It
also ushers in
a new era of program presentation
and interaction. The author is a
very young man, with
a
lot of
musical talent,
who wanted anyone,
with whatever
knowledge they already had about music, to be able to sit down
and start composing
within the first hour. A tall order? Well, if I can do it, ANYONE can.
The interaction is provided by a system of
icons. Icons are a J^unch of little
boxes with a symbol inside, which represents the action that you wish the computer to
carry out. In this program, you have 14 icons. You move a hand with a pointed finger
around the screen, place it on the icon with the action you want, and the computer
will then obey. User friendly has arrived. Apart
from the icons, you have many other
options available to select, from
the menu. e.g. to put a note onto the staff,
you
point your finger at the note you want, and then put it over the staff
and press the
button. That's it.
You have just
the first note of your new composition on paper.
Everything you compose can be printed out also.
.
On the main icon menu, you have selections such as load a piece you have already
composed, or save one. Play a piece, scroll the sheet of music to check various bits.
You also, have a cut and paste icon,
so you can repeat
a particular measure.
Other
icons give you control over tempo, volume, instrument
etc. When composing you have a
reasonable set of instruments available, as well as a set of drums.
The other options available on the menu, are the note and the
time value you
want, corresponding rests, sharps and flats, staff signatures and key signatures. In
other words, there has been nothing left out in this program from a musical point of
view. And it will run on the 800XL.
THE AUSTRALIAN ATARI GAZETTE JULY 1984
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The TV screen is divided into two parts. The top half of the screen contains the
two staffs, and the lower half has the menus. The program disk comes with some sample
songs which you are quite at liberty to play around with and change so you can get
the hang of composing. Now that I have composed several 'legitimate' pieces of music,
my publishers are having a devil of a time keeping back the throng of fans. On er
Mum. Oh well,
this program really does give you
that sort of
satisfaction. Of
actually participating and creating, not just watching. To me, that is what computing
is al 1

about,

isn't it?

One lucky reader out there, if fast enough,
can obtain this program from me for
the measly sum of only *60.00. The program is from EOA, so you you can appreciate the
quality of the program and documentation. AS Mozart once said
"If only I
had the
Music Construction Set for my Atari, I could probably have finished my symphony."!!
Tom Jackson

ATARI TIPS & BITS
ATARI

WRITER

1
ATARI WRITER
(a cartridge driven word processor)
does not have LIST and ENTER
capabilities on its MENU which is normally the method for merging programmes. But it
does have MERGE which is quicker, easier and also better
in that you-can merge
e
new part anywhere in the first part not just at the end. Give it a try.
2 ATARI WRITER does not have a DOS type
"RENAME FILE" faci1ity on its MENU.
But
there is , w.y to r.ns.e .hich is s bit fiddly but does not take
Ion, ,f you are
using a disk drive.
™BLoadPthe 0?d fiia froK) disk (We will call

it programmme "X")

b. Alter programme "X" if you desire.
c. Save programme "X" to disk under another file name (We will call
d. Delete programme "X* (i.e. the original "X").
You now have
(e.g.

if

it

a renamed file.

You may wish

to give the

it programme

new file back

•
Y

its old name

is part of a series)

e. Recall programme "Y"
,
. .
f. Save programme "Y" to disk under original name ("X") which has now been vacated.
g. Delete programme "Y".
The above takes about 2-5 minutes.
•

t

Owen Brown.
Editors Note
i
You could save some time

by LOADing your programme into

memory, DELETE the file on

DISK and SAVE the file in memory under a different name.
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THE following statement is
• alarmist.
Evidence exists to suggest
that
unless
Australian
managers and executives be¬
come familiar with personal
computers and computing
they may soon find them-,
selves on the outside looking
in. Alarmist but true.
Research published in The
Personal Report For The Ex¬
ecutive from the Research In¬
stitute of America says: "In
the years immediately ahead,
computerisation will spread
more rapidly than electricity
did at the beginning of the
century.”
The report adds it is clear
that "the vast access to
knowledge and quick deci¬
sion-making that the com¬
puter bestows will allow fewer
managers to exercise more'
control than is presently
feasible”,
It continues by suggesting
that, at some time in the rela¬
tively near future, unless a
manager has a fairly compre¬
hensive understanding of
how a computer works and
how it can be effective in a
particular business, then it
may be that the manager will
be replaced by someone who’
is computer literate.
Which is alarming news for
executives who are not yet
computer literate.
For many years data-processir.g departments of com¬
panies tried to keep comput¬
ers away from executives.
Now this attitude is disap¬
pearing.
Data processing depart¬
ments are realising that a
basic understanding of com-,
puters and their place in busi¬
ness is an essential ingredient
to success.
There is no suggestion that
. an executive needs to become
a full-blown computer profes¬
sional.
Using a personal computer
may not be difficult; writing
programs can be difficult; de¬
signing computers is very dif¬
ficult.
But you only need to learn
how to use the power of a per¬
sonal computer. You do not
have to learn how to write
programs for a personal com¬
puter, far less design one of
them.
A personal computer will, in
a short period of time, be as
essential a working tool for
the executive as, say, the
telephone.
Nobody would consider em¬
ploying a business executive
who did not know how to use |
the telephone. It is a basic !
business skill.
f
An executive does not need j
to know how the telephone j
communications
network
works, nor how to work the I
switchboard, but the basic j
skill of using the telephone is i
essential.
i
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LOGO IS a computer language It has many of the buildingl puter which has the Intel 8086
which was developed because of blocks of a program as a simplei microprocessors as its heart. In
its possibilities in< educating instruction.
a smaller memory system (64k)
young children about computers.
Mr Bailey said that it can take* a more limited version runs
Now it is poised to make an only one hour for a complete> with Z80 and Intel 8080 mieroimpact in the commercial worW beginner to write a simple pro¬- processors. In the pipeline are
of personal professional comput¬ gram in Logo compared withi 6502 and 68000 versions,
ing. .
about eight for Basie. Hencet
The IBM PC was among the
Its commercial and industrial its success in education.
first profesrional machines to
notential lies in the field of
It is available on many home! adopt Dr Logo. Mr Bailey adknowlcdee
processing
and computers. including
ACT’s; mits that the “ professional
cxoert systems.
education
version
of
the■ market is still in its infancy."
First, some history. The
He predicts that next year will
origins of Logo come from the
show a far greater interest in
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Dr Logo's potential for know¬
Science and Technology. If is
ledge processing.
derived from another nroeramPhilips for example, has comming language called LISP. Its
mittpd itself to Dr Logo for its
advocates say that it is a much
P2000 computer as has Olivetti
simpler and more natural lan¬
with its M21 and M23 machines,
guage to learn than the very
popular Basic language whirh is Apricot, the FIE, Apple Com¬ hath of which come into the
business arena.
used with most home commiters. puters, Commodore 64, Sinclair
One of the first concrete in¬
The reason for this is that models, Armstrad’s CPc464 and dustrial a_pplicirions for Dr
it assumes no previous know¬ Tatum’s Einstein.
Logo is as a videodisc control.
ledge of mathematical concents
Three companies, all U.S. Jn the U.S. a system run with
such as arrays or geometry. For based, have been responsible for the Commodore 64 can access
example, the only geometry one the development of Logo-Digital data from a videodisc is now
needs to know to describe a rec- Research. LCSI and Terrapin available. Because nf the com¬
tang'e is forwards, right back¬ Krell. Digital Research’s deri¬ puter language's very flexible
wards and left. Mr Paul B.-»'W, vative of Logo, called Dr Logo, wev of extracting Information, it
European vice-president 0f Diei- has alone, sold more1 than
is ideal fnr taking data from a
tal Research o^e of the main 500.000 copies.
S'tdeerttre which ran store Up to
promoters of Logo, describes
Dr Logo is likely to be One Rt ooo frames ner side.
writing Togo programmes as version which is destined lo go
The videodisc, though pot
“doodling.”
up market.
Digital Research successful to date as a consumer
“ A nv one who can under¬ has added more features. For
item, is tinned to have a future
stand distapf'p and direetjon can example, it is possible to have
as a computer perinheral for
"nderstaod the g’-aoliics.” Mr split screen working so that
Baile” evniained. Similsriv tnvt someone developing a program persona! comnute*- svstems. Mr
RaiW forecasts that this will
j !s
structured
usino natural can list instructions and see the
hannen in 1985.
! language. Tn particular, it has ieffect of the execution of those
Education will play a role in
j great flevihilit,, ip the handling :
instructions on another part of this development.
Mr Bailey
and manipulation of database ithe screen.
admits that it will also continue
! info-nation.
It has been available on the
With
little
nroeramtninrr ;IBM personal computer since to be important jn the future
acceptance of Logo. However,
Vpowledon. a ncer Psn orrtnr
Anril 1983 and can, therefore, next year. Digital Research
Uats of ipr.-irtnation ip -.p,- wav ]
be run on this machine's many believes that Logo will take 15
he nr she likes. Rata rntdd be <clones. Through original equip¬
per cent of the market niche
orderpd character bv character, jment manufacturers,' OEMs, Dr
normally taken bv the Basic
word by word or list by list! Logo
1
can be run on any com- language.
F.tAINE WILUAMS

Change "telephone” to "per¬
sonal computer” and that situation may exist in Australia
m the next 10 years.
Or probably sooner.
Computer literacy will be¬
come an essential attribute of
a business executive. There
are more courses on the sub¬
ject of personal computers j
available than you could j
shake a stick at. Some of j
them are useful. Some of
them less so.

be extremely useful for you in
your business. But at least
y0U will learn the basics on
which personal c™S“te°r“
work.

You will then be able to
translate that experience into
evaluating the place of the
personal- computer in your
business.
Becoming relatively com¬
puter literate can be quite
hard work. It is, however, fun.
i Approach it in stages. Get
Perhaps the easiest way to j yourself a computer at home
learn about computers is to * and learn the basics of how
buy one of them and take it
that works.
home. It does not have to be
Play with it. Experiment
expensive.
with it. See what software
You can buy a personal
works from it. Try out some
computer for a lot less than
of the training courses on
$1000. It is not going to solve
software.
the problems of the universe
and it probably Is not going to

Work and play with your 1
personal computer until you, s
too, can become a thunderous
bore at cocktail parties rab¬
biting on about the miracles
of modern computers.
Then, and only then, will
you be able to understand ex¬
actly how the personal com¬
puter can fit into the scheme
of things at your place of
work.
Then, and only then, will
you feel secure in your posi¬
tion during the coming com¬
puter revolution. Because if.
you think we have already
had the computer revolution’
in Australia, you are wrong.
You ain’t seen nothing yet.

— GP

When the Lotus Development Cor¬
poration received a report from an in¬
formant that, Rixon Inc. had made un¬
authorized copies of a Lotus financial
spreadsheet computer program for
use in its branch offices, Lotus filed a
$10 million copyright complaint.
Rixon promptly settled for an undis¬
closed sum.
In the Rixon case, as well as a new
lawsuit filed last week against Health
Group Inc. of Nashville, Lotus has
been testing a new tactic in its cam¬
paign against the growing problem of
software piracy: deterrence through
fear of exposure in the courts.
For years companies have been
looking for ways to keep people from
making unauthorized copies of com¬
puter programs, which can be worth
hundreds of dollars each and which
can be duplicated in a minute or so,
more easily than a cassette tape. But
no sooner is a new protection device
found than a new method of circum¬
venting it seems to be found, too.
Supplement to Technical Hurdles
And so the case involving Rixon —
at the time a subsidiary of Schlumberger Inc. but since sold to Com¬
puter and Systems Engineering of
Watford, England — has attracted at¬
tention in the industry as a way to
supplement efforts to set up technical
blockades against copying abuses.
The emphasis, analysts say, is
more on the embarrassment a law-!
suit might cause than on any result-!
ing penalty, which most companies I
could find relatively easy to deal
with. There is also a desire to make
sure top management knows of any
abuses in lower echelons. As Mitchell
Kapor, president of Lotus, put it:
“More important than trying to pun¬
ish companies is to make them aware
of what is going on.”
Meanwhile, efforts to extend legal ■
barriers against software piracy
have been proceeding both in Wash¬
ington and at the state level. Just last
month, for example, Louisiana legis¬
lators approved a law establishing
the validity of the “contract agree¬
ment” on each software package for¬
bidding consumers to make unauthor¬
ized copies. Similar efforts to bring
the issue under contract law, rather
tr.an under copyright statutes, are'
under way in California, Georgia and
several other states.
How serious is the impact of unau¬
thorized software? Very serious, the

,, _

..

Niculae Ascio

At present, except m Louisiana, the
manufacturers must rely on copy¬
right law —specifically, on the land¬
mark case, Franklin v. Apple, handed
down in the fall of 1983 by the United •
Ji States Court of Appeals for the Third i
Circuit in Philadelphia. In that case,
involving the Franklin Computer Cor-j
ss poration and Apple Computer Inc.,
the appeals court ruled that all com¬
spokesman for First Micro Group, a
puter programs can be copyrighted,
business computer users organiza¬
even if they are an integral part of a
tion. “They do not perceive their ac¬
computer’s circuitry.
tions as stealing.”
Whatever differences of perception
‘Intellectual Property Rights*
there may be, software manufactur¬
ers such as Lotus are determined to
The Apple decision strengthened
fight the phenomenon and are begin¬
the notion of “intellectual property
ning to pool resources. The most
rights” — that is, the notion that an
vigorous antipiracy force is the As¬
idea or complex of ideas, like a com¬
sociation of Data Processing Service
puter program, merits protection
Organization, which has formed two
under copyright law just as tangible
committees to handle the issue.
property does. Still, copyright law
One group, the Software Fund, con¬
does not cover all the problems that
centrates on legal enforcement
arise from software copying.
through the courts and on an educa¬
The law allows the computer indus¬
tion program intended to inform
try to prevent a buyer from copying
users when it is illegal to copy soft¬
its product, for example, but it does
ware. The other, the Software Com¬
not prevent the buyer from renting
mittee, deals with the effort to
the product to a third party. As a
strengthen antipiracy laws and to im¬
practical matter, once the software is.
prove protection through technical
circulating on a rental basis, prevent¬
security devices.
ing unauthorized copies is virtually
impossible.
Cumbersome for Buyers
Thus, the computer industry is fac¬
Besides their vulnerability to pene¬
ing problems similar to those the mo¬
tration, however, such technical de¬
tion picture industry has had in trying
vices present other problems. They
to stop the copying oi movies rented
make it more cumbersome for a
on videotape cassettes.
buyer to use the program, analysts
m

say, as well as creating a sense of dis¬
trust and suspicion. Morever, be¬
industry says, much more so than cause the diskettes on which pro-1
grams are written can easily be dam¬
consumers probably appreciate.
“For every software product sold, aged by dust, spills or by repeated
between two and 10 copies are float- use, many software manufacturers
mg around," said Marvin Gold¬ encourage those who buy their pro¬
schmidt, vice president of business grams to make back-up copies.
“Users have a legitimate right not
development at Lotus, which is based
in Cambridge, Mass. “Alorig with the to be burdened,” Mr. Kapor of Lotus
great loss of revenue for the com¬ said.
Companies are striving to develop
puter industry, the drop in profits
may deter companies from develop¬ systems that will stymie copying but
not hamper the legal consumer. Fori
ing software in the future.”
Many businesses that rely on soft¬ example, the Vault Corporation, a
ware believe, however, that the soft¬ leader in software security systems,1
ware producers have been pricing recently introduced a device, called
their products too high. Indeed, thev Prolok, that uses a fingerprint on a
small disk as a lock. Only the individ¬
hLe,S0ll!?sue oi software piracy f ual with that particular print can get
reduc«3 to a question of value 1
into the program and unscramble it.
the cnf*^e^** If the user does not feel !
t™ E*™1S
worth its Price. he will
All the same, the experts agree,
try
to make copies.
even the best devices will not keep
“The users make the decision
determined intruders from eventu¬
themselves,” said Tod Riedel, a
ally outwitting the system. Thus, the
companies are emphasizing legal
remedies.
i

Using Contract Law
But for the computer industry,
legal authorities say, there may be a
way to save the situation through con¬
tract legislation of the kind just
passed in Louisiana. “By attaching
agreements to the purchase of soft¬
ware, manufacturers can obtain
rights under contract law that might
not be available to them under the •
Federal copyright law,” said Alan I
Grogan, an expert on intellectual i
property rights.
In the meantime, however, the em- j
phasis must remain on copyright pro- I
• tection and the prospective corporate
embarrassment a lawsuit might
bring.
“Litigation is a dramatic way of
showing that unauthorized copying is
a crime against companies trying to
produce sufficient software for busi¬
ness and the general public,” said 1
Jerry Dreyer, the president of Associ¬
ation of Data Processing Service Or¬
ganization.
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